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Abstract
Determining calendar ages for radiocarbon dates, or ordered sequences of radiocarbon dates, that intersect with a
plateau on the radiocarbon calibration curve can be problematic since, without additional prior constraints, the
calendar age ranges determined will tend to spread across the plateau, yielding wide and less than useful calendar
age probability densities and age ranges. Where possible, modeling analysis should seek to identify informative
priors that act to restrict the otherwise poorly controlled spread of probability across plateaus. Such additional
information may be available, among other sources, from the stratigraphy, the context, or the samples themselves.
The recent dating of ordered sequences of radiocarbon dates on sections of branches of the same olive (Olea
europaea) shrub from Therasia (southern Aegean) associated with the Minoan eruption of the Thera (Santorini)
volcano (Pearson et al. 2023), which intersect with the plateau in the radiocarbon calibration curve ca. 1620–1540
BC, offers an example of the problem. A re-analysis adding some plausible informative priors offers a substantially
better defined likely dating range and different conclusions. Instead of finding an inconclusive probability range
“encompassing the late 17th and entire 16th century BC” followed by arguments for “indications of increased
probabilities for a mid-16th century BC date for the eruption,” a re-analysis incorporating appropriate informative
priors identifies the likely date range as falling between the late 17th to early 16th centuries BC.

Introduction

Dating and Radiocarbon Calibration Curve Plateaus

Plateaus in the radiocarbon calibration curve inherently spread dating probability across wider calendar
date ranges. Ironically, the application of Bayesian sequence analysis where a sequence has limited
constituent ordered (relative) elements can exacerbate the problem. The prior information is an order of
stratum/context B older than stratum/context A (so B > A), etc., but, on a plateau, this merely
encourages the spread of the sequence across the plateau (unless there are sufficient members of the
sequence to establish a specific placement). Worse, if the total length of the dated context (or set of
contexts) is shorter than the temporal extent of the plateau, then analysis may fail to resolve the inherent
ambiguities and thus not offer much greater calendar resolution than the non-modeled dates. In the
absence of cases where longer sequences defined in calendar terms can be incorporated—like a tree-ring
wiggle-match where plateau ambiguity can be resolved (e.g. Quarta et al. 2010; Meadows et al. 2014;
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Manning et al. 2018c)—the only approaches to achieve dating that avoid “plateau spread” (where the
ambiguities become cumulative, rather than being eliminated/resolved) is to add one or two forms of
additional informative (constraining) prior information: (i) an association with the period before/after
the plateau where dating is thus better constrained through stratigraphic, known-sequence (e.g. tree-ring
series) or typological information, and/or (ii) prior knowledge of total sequence length and/or of any
intra-sequence associations (e.g. Waddington et al. 2019; Meadows et al. 2020; Manning et al. 2020a;
Manning and Birch 2022; Rose et al. 2022). In the absence of such forms of additional constraints,
sequences of dates on a plateau will end up defining too wide a calendar age range and will likely end up
suggesting dating probability that is either too old or too recent. In addition, given the inherent tendency
to spread dating probability, Bayesian analysis of a sequence of dates across a plateau forms a prime
case where boundaries must be employed to avoid a potentially wider spread of probability than is
realistic, as highlighted by Steier and Rom (2000).

In general, in cases where there is a known sequence of several consecutive contexts (e.g.: : : :C >

B > A), like stratigraphic contexts whether anthropogenic (archaeological) or natural, where the
sequence length is greater than the length of the plateau or begins/ends before/after the plateau, then,
although modeling may experience some probability spread across the plateau portion, these offer
situations where properly constructed Bayesian Chronological Modeling (e.g. Bronk Ramsey 2009a;
Bayliss 2009) integrating the prior knowledge (the known sequence) with the radiocarbon dating
probability can serve to varying degrees to overcome what would otherwise have been calendar dating
ambiguity. Work aimed at calendar resolution across the so-called Hallstatt Plateau 800–400 BC offers a
good example (Hamilton et al. 2015); and, where forms of additional information can be added, the
modeling may further improve resolution (e.g. Rose et al. 2022). In cases of defined sequence tree-ring
series or multi-component ordered series from other natural archives like peat/salt-marsh sequences,
both Bayesian and other frequentist approaches can enable good calendar determination to be achieved,
especially as calibration curve resolution is improved (e.g., with reference to the Hallstatt Plateau, work
like Fahrni et al. 2020), despite plateaus in the radiocarbon calibration curve (e.g. Bronk Ramsey et al.
2001; van de Plassche et al. 2001; Jacobsson et al. 2018)

More challenging are the cases without such a straightforward known sequence of distinct
information from several consecutive contexts, in particular, where there is effectively just a single site
context. Previous work has discussed and illustrated some potential methods to try to address and better
resolve dating on a plateau in the radiocarbon calibration curve in such cases:

(a) Where suitable sample material is available, even a short (only several decades long) tree-ring-
sequenced wiggle-match can be key if this can tie a particular sample to an area of the calibration
curve and the last dated tree-ring of this sample can be related securely as defining a terminus post
quem (TPQ) for the target date/context, or as defining the target date/context, or as defining a
terminus ante quem (TAQ) for the target date/context. An example is the tree-ring wiggle match
of the (extant) 57 tree-ring (calendar years) sample that allowed resolution of the dating of the
Warminster site in Ontario, Canada, on the AD 1480–1630 plateau in the radiocarbon calibration
curve (Manning et al. 2018a, 2019).

(b) Even where no samples suitable for a tree-ring-sequenced wiggle-match are available, the
presence of a random selection of wood-charcoal samples in a context assemblage, with this
population offering TPQ data encompassing a range (older to nearer contemporary) of “post”
values in the TPQ, can serve to resolve ambiguity, either by linking part of the TPQ to the period
before the plateau and hence placing the target context to be dated in the earlier part of
the plateau, or, because the charcoal samples act to place the TPQ also on the plateau and thus the
TPQ informs the dating of the target context as later on the plateau. An example here is
the placement and dating of the Jean-Baptiste Lainé (Mantle) site in Ontario, Canada (Manning
and Birch 2022) towards the end of the AD 1480–1630 plateau.

(c) Examination and consideration of the details of the target context and assemblage may further
inform on dating parameters, in particular on the likely period(s) of time involved within the
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context, or overall as regards the total length of a context (e.g. Meadows et al. 2020; Manning
et al. 2020a; Rose et al. 2022). One example applied to dating 16th–17th century AD Iroquoian
villages is ethnohistoric and archaeological evidence informing that typical overall village
occupation periods were relatively short, and thus a plausible total duration can be set as the
assumption for such dated contexts (the overall village occupation) and used to constrain a dating
model (see Manning et al. 2020a; Birch et al. 2021). Another such approach employed
archaeogenetic prior information (kinship relations among the burial population and likely
additional periods of time from sample date to age at death estimates) to better resolve the
chronology of a Late Neolithic (later 4th millennium BC) funerary context at Niedertiefenbach,
Germany (Meadows et al. 2020).

Context and Woody Plant Growth Properties (Even When Not a “Wiggle-Match”) as Prior
Information

As noted above, where a defined tree-ring sequence is available for a wiggle-match, this can often offer
increased dating resolution for a radiocarbon calibration curve plateau situation. But there are various
woody plants that do not produce visible or easily identifiable annual growth rings suitable for a defined
sequence analysis: the olive (Olea europaea) is a well-known example relevant to many Mediterranean
contexts (Cherubini et al. 2013). However, developing the logic and examples described above, and
especially in case (c), even the approximate ordered sequence information available from the properties
of woody plant growth (from inner/older to outer/more recent samples) integrated with the sample’s/
site’s context may still be able to provide prior information which can help resolve calendar dating, and
in particular avoid excessive “plateau spread” for a context lying across a plateau in the radiocarbon
calibration curve.

The recent publication of radiocarbon dates offering sequences (inner to outer growth segments)
from four samples of olive wood from different pieces of the same olive shrub from Therasia in the
southern Aegean (Pearson et al. 2023; for the archaeological context of the olive shrub, see also Sbonias
et al. 2020) offers a good case study that highlights and encompasses all aspects of the problems
associated with plateau spread for radiocarbon dating—and thus also an opportunity to consider
approaches to address this issue. In the Pearson et al. (2023) paper the four olive branch samples, 88-3,
88-2, 88-1 and 72-2, are each considered as separate sequences, from inner growth to outer growth (or
bark) segments in OxCal, and conclusions are drawn from the modeled age ranges of the last (outer)
growth segments—argued to be associated with (killed by), and so relevant to, the dating of the Minoan
eruption of the Thera or Santorini volcano. The modeled calendar probability spreads widely across the
period from the later 17th century to later 16th century BC due to the plateau in the radiocarbon
calibration curve (see Figure 1).

This case illustrates the relevance of several of the points noted above. First, the example OxCal code
(Pearson et al. 2023: Supplementary Information, M3) indicates no use of Boundaries around the
sequences. While a relatively minor to negligible issue here, in each case this leads consistently to
slightly differing and overall slightly less well-defined dating probabilities for the ordered sequences
(especially if we compare results from Difference queries describing the calendar years period between
first and last dates for each sample comparing the no-Boundaries versus with-Boundaries models for
each olive wood sample): Figure 1, Table 1. Second, the modeled ordered sequences reported indicate
periods of calendar time, from the inner segment to outer segment/bark, that are typically rather longer
than would reasonably be anticipated from the descriptions of the samples and the indications of growth
features mentioned and this issue is especially noticeable in some cases where no boundaries are
employed (as in Pearson et al. 2023). A particular instance is sample 88-3, stated to be an 8 mm round
wood shoot with ca. 3–10 growth bands (Pearson et al. 2023: Fig. 2a, Table 2). This is clearly a sample
of no more than a few years of total growth (whether the stated growth bands represent annual or
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intra-annual growth increments: see Methods below). But the “no boundaries model” reports a calendar
years difference comparing the dating probabilities for the inner and outer segments with a median value
of 35 years, contrasted with the model using boundaries which reports a difference with a median of 20
years: Table 1. This observation implies that some overall time constraint is appropriate/necessary. In
turn, in cases where inner segments offer ages indicative of a pre-plateau 17th century BC date
placement, application of a suitable constraint might serve to reduce the subsequent “plateau spread”.
Third, all the sample sequences end close to or at outermost growth increments or bark (intact juvenile
bark in the case of sample 88-3) and the samples are all argued to have been killed by the Thera volcanic
eruption (Pearson et al. 2023), similar to the previous case of an olive tree branch found on Thera itself
(Friedrich et al. 2006, 2014). There is thus an important association available as prior information, likely
placing all these outermost growth segments and/or bark (of the same olive shrub) close in calendar time
and so offering an additional constraint from several data, and potentially offering control against any
outlying value(s)—whereas treating each small sequence of radiocarbon dates entirely separately loses
this temporal coalescence and maximizes “plateau spread” or any outlier effect.

This paper therefore re-examines the Therasia olive wood case and considers possible approaches to
better date these samples addressing the problems noted above through the introduction of some
informative priors into the analysis. The topic applies generally to dating across plateaus on the
radiocarbon calibration curve, and specifically to current debate trying to narrow the dating range of the
massive mid-second millennium BC eruption of the Thera (Santorini) volcano in the southern Aegean

Figure 1. Comparisons of the modeled probability densities for the Therasia outer/bark dates from the
ordered Sequences from each olive wood sample using IntCal20 without use of Boundaries (as in
Pearson et al. 2023) and with Boundaries. a. The modeled outer edge sample/date from 88-3, the olive
shoot with no use of Boundaries with the Sequence analysis versus IntCal20 and the 16th century BC
plateau. b. As a but using Boundaries. c. Each modeled Therasia outer/bark date from the four ordered
Sequence models for each olive wood sample, first without and then second with use of Boundaries.
Data from OxCal 4.4.4 and IntCal20 with curve resolution set at 5 years.
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Table 1. The calendar date ranges for the outer segment or bark from the ordered sequence examples from Pearson et al. (2023: Fig. 5) for the Therasia
olive samples run (as in Pearson et al. 2023) with IntCal20 and curve resolution set at 5 years (as in Pearson et al. 2023), comparing the results from
Sequences run without Boundaries (as in Pearson et al. 2023) versus the same sequences but run with uniform probability Boundaries (see also Figure 1)
and the results of a Difference query for the period of time in calendar years between the outer (most recent) dated segment and the inner (oldest) dated
segment in each case. OxCal code and data in the Supplementary Material.

Test,
Estimated growth
bands Model

Pearson et al. 2023
(no “offset”)
68.3% hpd;
95.4% hpd

date range BC

Difference Query
(outer element minus

inner element),
Median,

68.3% hpd,
95.4% hpd

Sequence with
Boundaries
68.3% hpd;
95.4% hpd

date range BC

Difference Query
(outer element minus

inner element),
Median,

68.3% hpd,
95.4% hpd

722_OS_NB,
ca. 54 inconsistent
growth bands

Ordered Sequence 1627–1602 (24.4%),
1586–1542 (43.9%);

1670–1533

62 years
3 to 90 years
–2 to 151 years

1632–1600 (35.0%),
1584–1544 (33.3%);

1674–1536

36 years
–2 to 61 years
–2 to 126 years

881_OS-NB,
ca. 40 indistinct
growth bands

Ordered Sequence 1615–1599 (16.1%)
1591–1542 (52.2%);

1627–1519

107 years
55 to 155 years
17 to 196 years

1620–1557;
1665–1660 (0.6)
1635–1518 (94.8)

88 years
32 to 133 years
3 to 180 years

882_OS_WB,
ca. 76-81
inconsistent growth
bands

Ordered Sequence 1586–1575 (8.8%),
1569–1517 (59.5%);

1610–1510

105 years
60 to 147 years
23 to 196 years

1614–1577 (39.5%),
1565–1535 (28.7%);

1619–1517

65 years
7 to 96 years

–2 to 150 years

883__OS_NB,
ca. 3-10 growth
bands

Ordered Sequence 1566–1511;
1604–1506

35 years
1 to 57 years
–2 to 96 years

1590–1575 (13.1%),
1566–1518 (55.2%);

1607–1510

20 years
–2 to 36 years
–2 to 81 years
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(Supplementary Material, Figure S1). This eruption is regarded as a key cultural marker horizon for the
Aegean and East Mediterranean region, and its direct and indirect impacts on the Aegean region and the
Minoan civilization of the nearby island of Crete have been much discussed (Driessen and Macdonald
1997; Manning 1999; Warburton 2009; Bietak and Höflmayer 2007; Doumas et al. 2015; Höflmayer
2012; Manning et al. 2014; Pearson et al. 2018, 2023; Driessen, 2019; Şahoğlu et al. 2021; Manning
2022). Years of debate have contested the date of the eruption. The discussion thus ends with brief
consideration of the relevance of the Therasia samples and their analysis to the debate over the dating of
the Thera (or Santorini) eruption when appropriate priors are included in the analysis. It is argued that
the dating picture then becomes clearer. Recent radiocarbon-based arguments for a mid-16th century
BC range turn out to be largely a product of the plateau in the radiocarbon calibration curve at this time
when data are used without appropriate dating constraints. This in turn highlights the relevance of
developing and applying methods that allow better calendar resolution in periods with plateaus in the
radiocarbon calibration curve.

Methods

No new data are reported in this paper. Radiocarbon data employed come from published sources,
principally the Therasia data in Pearson et al. (2023). The main sites/locations mentioned in the paper
are indicated in the map in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material. Analysis employs the OxCal
software (Bronk Ramsey 2009a; 2009b) version 4.4.4 and the IntCal20 radiocarbon calibration curve
(Reimer et al. 2020)—which is now extremely well-defined by a very large dataset from several
laboratory measurement programs for the relevant period 1700–1500 BC—with curve resolution set at
and stated as either 1 year (r1) or 5 years (r5) (as in Pearson et al. 2023) or 20 years (r20) (see further
below). OxCal models (runfiles) and the data employed are listed in the Supplementary Material. To
ensure good convergence in each model run reported, the kIterations value was increased from the
default x100 (to 3000) and to x1000 (to 30000) for the DR runs reported (see below). Where all data,
and the model overall, showed good OxCal Agreement values, no Outlier model was employed. Typical
model results are reported from several runs. The 68.3% and 95.4% highest posterior density, hpd,
calendar ranges can vary by ca. 0 to 1 or 2 years across individual runs (similarly probabilities, where
sub-ranges occur, can vary, usually within 0-1%). From this point on, OxCal command terms, like
Sequence, Difference, Phase, etc., are capitalized.

In the past it has been suggested that perhaps the organic materials from Thera were contaminated by
volcanic carbon dioxide (CO2), and thus yield radiocarbon ages that are too old (e.g. Wiener 2012).
However, comparison of radiocarbon dates—such as the dates on the Therasia olive shrub—with
radiocarbon dates on contemporary samples from contexts associated with the Thera eruption or its
impacts from elsewhere in the Aegean well away from Thera allow us to test for, and dismiss, this
concern (Manning 2022; Pearson et al. 2023). In further general support the case of the earlier 1st
millennium AD Taupo volcanic eruption in New Zealand may also be noted: here independent ice-core
chronology has recently supported/confirmed the date derived from radiocarbon dating of associated
regional tree-ring series and other samples and refuted a suggestion that there was perhaps a substantial
volcanic CO2 age bias across a large area (Piva et al. 2023).

Olive Growth Bands

The Therasia olive samples are reported as exhibiting growth bands: sample 88-3 has ca. 3–10 growth
bands ending in juvenile bark, sample 88-2 has ca. 76-81 inconsistent growth bands ending in bark,
sample 88-1 has ca. 40 indistinct bands, and sample 72-2 has ca. 54 inconsistent growth bands (Pearson
et al. 2023: Table 2). The key issue is what the reported growth bands (often indistinct) represent in
temporal terms. Olea europaea is a species with high plasticity in xylogenesis and is therefore capable
of opportunistically growing new wood cells when growing conditions are favorable (as typical of
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Table 2. Modeled calendar age ranges for the three outermost and one bark segment of the four Therasia samples and then for the Boundary labelled
“Eruption” that immediately follows a Phase comprising each of the modeled outer/bark dates from the different model versions and which should
describe the date range for the Thera eruption (see Methods).

Model
OxCal
Am/Ao hpd

88-3 last,
Date BC

88-2 bark (likely
same as Thera
eruption date),

Date BC
88-1 last, Date

BC
72-2 last,
Date BC

Boundary
“Eruption”,
Date BC

A_20r1 128/127 68.3% 1613–1598 1614–1599 1617–1601 1619–1599 1611–1592
95.4% 1619–1580 1621–1581 1625–1590 1635–1576 1616–1571

A_20r5 125/124 68.3% 1614–1597 1616–1596 1617–1601 1621–1598 1611–1591
95.4% 1620–1579 1621–1581 1626–1589 1636–1575 1617–1571

A_20r20 101/101 68.3% 1617–1583 1621–1581 1621–1589 1623–1587 1613–1581
95.4% 1631–1567 1631–1569 1639–1577 1641–1561 1621–1559

A_20r1U 127/126 68.3% 1614–1602 1615–1602 1615–1603 1616–1602 1611–1597
95.4% 1618–1592 1619–1592 1621–1593 1622–1592 1615–1587

A_10r1 127/126 68.3% 1614–1601 1614–1601 1615–1602 1617–1601 1611–1598
95.4% 1618–1589 1620–1589 1623–1591 1626–1587 1616–1584

A_20_TOr1 162/160 68.3% 1613–1601 1614–1602 1616–1603 1618–1601 1611–1597
95.4% 1618–1588 1620–1589 1624–1593 1632–1587 1615–1582

A_20_TOr5 150/149 68.3% 1614–1600 1615–1600 1617–1602 1619–1601 1611–1596
95.4% 1620–1589 1621–1587 1626–1591 1632–1587 1616–1581

A20_TOr5U 150/149 68.3% 1615–1602 1616–1602 1616–1603 1617–1604 1612–1598
95.4% 1619–1596 1620–1595 1621–1596 1622–1606 1616–1590

A_20_TOr20 101/101 68.3% 1615–1587 1617–1587 1619–1591 1621–1589 1613–1587
95.4% 1631–1575 1633–1577 1639–1581 1639–1573 1631–1563

A_20DRr1 125/124 68.3% 1612–1598 1613–1598 1613–1599 1614–1599 1609–1593
95.4% 1617–1585 1618–1585 1620–1586 1621–1584 1615–1580

A_20DRr5 123/122 68.3% 1612–1598 1613–1598 1614–1598 1615–1597 1609–1592
95.4% 1619–1586 1620–1586 1621–1586 1621–1584 1616–1579

A_20DRPr1 116/114 68.3% 1610–1593 1610–1594 1611–1594 1611–1593 1606–1588

(Continued)
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Table 2. (Continued )

Model
OxCal
Am/Ao hpd

88-3 last,
Date BC

88-2 bark (likely
same as Thera
eruption date),

Date BC
88-1 last, Date

BC
72-2 last,
Date BC

Boundary
“Eruption”,
Date BC

95.4% 1615–1578
(90.6)

1560–1554
(1.7)

1546–1535
(3.2)

1616–1578
(90.5)

1561–1555
(1.5)

1547–1536
(3.4)

1618–1581
(90.2)

1561–1555
(1.4)

1549–1536
(3.9)

1618–1578
(90.4)

1560–1556
(1.0)

1550–1536
(4.0)

1612–1574
(90.6)

1556–1552
(0.9)

1545–1531
(3.9)

A_20TOr5_LnN 151/151 68.3% 1615–1602 1616–1602 1616–1602 1617–1603 1613–1601
95.4% 1619–1595 1620–1595 1621–1596 1623–1595 1617–1592

A_20TOr1_LnN 169/167 68.3% 1614–1605 1615–1606 1615–1606 1616–1606 1612–1603
95.4% 1618–1599 1618–1599 1620–1599 1622–1598 1616–1596

B_20r1 122/125 68.3% 1610–1592 1611–1592 1614–1596 1616–1589 1607–1585
95.4% 1615–1575 1617–1575 1622–1584 1629–1571 1613–1566

B_20r5 121/123 68.3% 1611–1590 1611–1591 1615–1594 1616–1590 1607–1585
95.4% 1617–1573 1619–1574 1623–1583 1630–1571 1614–1565

B_10r1 120/123 68.3% 1611–1594 1611–1595 1613–1597 1614–1595
(65.2%)

1593–1592
(3.1%)

1608–1590

95.4% 1615–1581 1616–1581 1619–1584 1623–1579 1613–1576
C_20r1 124/127 68.3% 1612–1597 1613–1597 1616–1601 1618–1598 1609–1592

95.4% 1617–1581 1619–1582 1625–1591 1633–1579 1614–1573
C_20r5 122/124 68.3% 1613–1597 1614–1596 1616–1601 1619–1597 1610–1590

95.4% 1619–1580 1621–1580 1626–1590 1635–1577 1616–1570
C_10r1 123/125 68.3% 1612–1600 1613–1600 1615–1601 1615–1600 1610–1596

95.4% 1617–1588 1619–1588 1622–1592 1625–1587 1615–1584
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Mediterranean species where growth is modulated by local climate and environmental conditions, and
particularly soil moisture availability: Deslauriers et al. 2017). Hence olives have been stated to be
problematic for dendrochronology as no regular, annual, growth increment can be recognized in many
cases, and instead intra-annual density fluctuations are observed or anticipated (Cherubini et al. 2003,
2013; Kuniholm 2014). However, in the Mediterranean, olives are observed generally to exhibit growth
(cambial activity) from late spring (e.g. April) right through the autumn to the start of winter
(December): typically, there is a major growth spurt in xylogenesis from late spring to earlier summer
(starting about April), then a quieter period in peak summer, before a second period of increased activity
in the autumn (e.g. September-October) (Liphschitz and Lev-Yadun 1986; Drossopoulos and Niavis
1988a; 1988b; Chiraz 2013; Luz et al. 2014; Ehrlich et al. 2021). This sometimes enables annual
increments to be recognized, whether by visual analysis or via stable isotope or radiocarbon (Camarero
et al. 2021; Ehrlich et al. 2021), but often this is not possible from visual inspection (Cherubini
et al. 2013).

The sum of these observations is that it is likely that the growth bands recognized in the Therasia olive
wood constitute a total maximum age for a (complete) stem: since some to many (50% or more) of the
growth bands observed are in all probability in fact intra-annual density fluctuations (and not solely annual
increments), and hence the real calendar ages are less than the total number of observed growth bands
(perhaps likely somewhere between 50%–100%). When considering a Sequence analysis of inner growth
increment versus outer growth increment, it is therefore plausible that (i) the maximum total calendar age
span is less than or equal to the maximum observed number of growth bands, and (ii) the realistic calendar
age span is almost certainly less than the total maximum growth band count (Model A), perhaps
somewhere between a 75% value ± 25% (Model B) to a 50% value ± 25% (Model C). These three
scenarios are used in the analyses reported below.

Modeling

Each Therasia olive sample offers a temporal Sequence from (a) inner growth segments to (b) outer
growth segments dated and then in one case to (c) bark dated. This can be modeled as an ordered
Sequence within Boundaries (with a uniform probability assumption applied, but see also below). Each
Sequence then has a maximum plausible calendar length defined by the observed growth bands. The
dates for sample 88-3 comprised the pith and the outer edge. Thus the ca. 3–10 growth bands count
applies directly. I use the maximum value of 10 to be conservative, hence the maximum time span is 10
years, the 75% ± 25%= 8 ± 2 years, and 50% ± 25%= 6.5 ± 2 years. Sample 88-2 has ca. 76–81
growth bands and the samples dated comprised the inner ca. 5 growth bands and ca. 5 outer-most growth
bands and the bark. Hence the maximum time span from the mid-point of the inner sample (notional
growth band 3) to bark (notional maximum growth band 82) is approximately at most 79 years, the 75%
± 25%= 59 ± 20 years (rounding), and 50% ± 25%= 40 ± 20 years. Sample 88-1 has ca. 40 growth
bands, the inner date was on pith plus growth bands 1–4 and the outer date on the 3 outer growth bands.
Hence the maximum time span from the mid-point of the inner sample (notional growth band 2 to 3) to
the mid-point of the outer sample (notional growth band 39) is approximately at most 37 years, the 75%
± 25%= 28 ± 9 years (rounded), and 50% ± 25%= 19 ± 9 years. Sample 72-2 has ca. 54 growth
bands, the inner date was on 4 inner-most growth bands and the outer date on the 5 outer-most growth
bands. Hence the maximum time span from the mid-point of the inner sample (notional growth band
2.5) to mid-point of the outer sample (notional growth band 52) is approximately at most 50 years
(rounded up), the 75% ± 25%= 37 ± 12 years, and 50% ± 25%= 25 ± 12 years. Each of these
possible total time periods can be modeled via a Difference query between modeled inner and outer/bark
dates with the appropriate constraints applied of (with sample 88-3 as the example): U(0, 10), N(8, 2)
and N(6.5, 2).

The dates of the outer growth increments or bark should all lie close to the time growth stopped (i.e.
the time when the olive shrub was killed) and this is associated with (caused by) the Thera volcanic
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eruption (Pearson et al. 2023). For sample 88-3 (the shoot with outer date on outermost edge where there
was juvenile bark) the outer date should be directly the same as the date of the eruption. The bark date
for sample 88-2 may also reflect this last year although it may incorporate carbon from previous years in
addition (Pearson et al. 2023). The other two outer dates are respectively 1 growth increment and 2
growth increments away from what are described as a “clear outer edge” (88-1) and an “intact outer
edge” (72-2). All should thus set very close terminus post quem (TPQ) estimates for the date for the
eruption (probably within at most ca. 2 years) and also, as a set of such associations, offer an additional
prior for our models. The set of outer/bark ages may therefore be modeled as a Phase in OxCal with an
exponential distribution towards the end of the Phase with the Boundary immediately following this
Phase representing an approximation for the date of the Thera volcanic eruption using a Tau_Boundary
paired with a Boundary in OxCal. Further, the overall calendar time period involved across the Phase of
outer dates must be short (likely a few growth increments and so at most a few years). We may therefore
constrain the time constant for the exponential distribution (the parameter Tau), assigning a prior. Given
this time period appears to represent only 0–2 growth bands, it likely represents no more than about
2 years; hence a very conservative choice would be (×10) a uniform prior between 0 and 20 years, and
this is used in Models denoted with the addition of _20. A more realistic value might be a uniform prior
between 0 and 10 years. This is used where model names are denoted with the addition of _10. The
constraint on the time constant is a key issue, illustrated in a test considering uniform prior values of
0–5, 0–10, 0–20, 0–30 and 0–50 years and no time constant at all (see Discussion). As a test for how
important the exponential assumption is, model versions (of A_20r1 and A_20TOr5) without the
Tau_Boundary assumption are also included (A_20r1U and A_20TOr5U) (Note: the addition in a
model name of “TO” indicates that the radiocarbon data from the previously published Thera Olive
sample, see Friedrich et al. 2006, are included in this dating model: see below and see Supplementary
Material). Here instead a uniform prior of 0–20 years is applied to a Difference query between the start
and end Boundaries of the Phase containing the modeled outermost/bark dating probabilities (see
Supplementary Material). Finally, an alternative to the fixed limits of a uniform prior assumption is
considered: using instead a log-normal (LnN) distribution to capture the assumption that we expect all
the outermost growth increment/bark Therasia olive shrub samples to date within a very similar period
of just a couple of years, but without a hard upper limit if in fact the data themselves indicate a longer
duration than expected. The form LnN(ln(3),ln(2))); where the expected mode value is around 2
years, the median value is around 3 years, and the 95.4% hpd range extends from<1 year to towards 10
years appears suitable (models denoted as _LnN).

Therasia Olive 14C Offset?

Pearson et al. (2023) argue for the relevance of a small (13.7 ± 2 14C years) offset between
measurements on the Therasia olive samples and IntCal20. This is an indirect argument. Pearson et al.
observe that there is a 13.7 ± 2 14C years offset between a time-series of measurements on juniper from
the central Anatolian plateau run at Arizona versus IntCal20. They then suggest the assumption that the
olive samples from Therasia share this offset “[d]ue to the common laboratory factors and latitude”. The
laboratory is common. What is not common is the growing circumstances and thus timing of the
incorporation of radiocarbon into the respective wood. Anatolian junipers on the central Anatolian
plateau, or higher again in mountains, primarily grow (photosynthesize) earlier in the year through to
(ending) early summer, thus they primarily represent a spring signal (and the intra-annual “low” in
atmospheric 14C levels). This is distinct from the later spring through summer to start autumn signal
incorporated into most of the wood in the trees used to build the IntCal curve which in contrast
represents the intra-annual “high” in atmospheric 14C levels (Manning et al. 2018b, 2020b, 2020c).
Hence an offset of the juniper data is plausible and the reported value is within the range of the known
intra-annual seasonal variation. In contrast, olive growth is late spring through summer and also through
the autumn (see above). Thus the period of olive growth and incorporation of radiocarbon likely is
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broadly very similar to that represented by the trees currently used for IntCal and hence no substantive
growing season offset should be assumed.1

The other possible issue is whether the reported Arizona laboratory values are systemically offset.
Here the comparisons listed in Pearson et al. (2020) for data measured at Arizona (AA) versus data
measured at ETH (Zürich) suggest that AA data on bristlecone pine exhibited a similar 13.6 ± 1.6 14C
years offset, whereas AA data versus ETH on the same Irish oak was offset 6.8 ± 2.9 14C years. Thus it
might be argued that Arizona data tends to be a little old in 14C terms (if we assume ETH is closer to the
real best value). However, before we then suggest incorporation of any such correction, we should note
that all of the considerable amount of Arizona data on oak and bristlecone pine, and for the very period,
1700–1480 BC, relevant to the Therasia samples, is incorporated into IntCal20 (Pearson et al. 2020;
Reimer et al. 2020)! Thus IntCal20 is already substantially “Arizona-informed” in the period
1700–1480 BC that is relevant to the Therasia samples—hence most of any possible Arizona laboratory
offset is already substantially factored into IntCal20. The conclusion is that any remaining Arizona
offset for these Therasia samples should be very small to non-existent. Adding any additional offset
correction therefore appears inappropriate and only creates a likely strong bias. Nonetheless, as an
exploratory check, Models A_20r1 and r5 were re-run (as Models A_20DRr1 and r5) including a
Delta_R offset of 6 ± 3 14C years which should reasonably cover any residual Arizona offset not already
factored into IntCal20 in the period 1700–1480 BC (based on the oak comparison which should be more
relevant to the olive wood samples), and Model A_20r1 was further re-run with the larger Pearson et al.
(2023) 13.7 ± 2 14C years offset as A_20DRPr1 (note: these DR models are reported from typical runs
with kIterations = 30000).

Previous Thera Olive Sample

In addition to the Therasia olive samples there is the previously published Thera olive (TO) sample with
a Sequence of radiocarbon dates on growth increments across the total of 72 growth increments
recognized using 3D X-Ray tomography (Friedrich et al. 2006, 2014). It appears obvious to consider
whether the information from this olive sample is compatible with the Therasia samples and data (also
Pearson et al. 2023). Since the outermost edge of the TO sample (which likely represents the tree being
killed by the eruption: Heinemeier et al. 2009) is 6 observed growth increments after the mid-point of
the last dated sample, it seems appropriate to use the Boundary after the Sequence of data
(approximately allowing for whatever exact time period, some years to ca. 6 years, give or take, is
represented by the ca. 6 growth increments recognized after the mid-point of this last sample) as the best
estimate for the death of this sample, and so the Thera eruption (as Friedrich et al. 2014). A uniform
probability constraint is placed on the time period between the end Boundary (ETO) and the start
Boundary (STO) of between 0 and 72 years (based on the observed number of total growth increments).
This TO Sequence is then included in a variant of Model A_20r1 (Figure 2) labelled as Model
A_20_TOr1.

1 Postcript: In work published after the present paper was submitted, Raj et al. 2023b suggest that measurements on an olive
sample from Israel might suggest a 14C offset. But there is no secure dendrochronological basis to the calendar placements of the
14C data reported: the caption to Raj et al. (2023b: Fig. 2) states “olive data points have been adjusted to match other Δ14C
records”. The assessment, based just on such data matching, that the olive grew in spring and early summer in 1964, but then only
late summer to winter in 1965, and did not grow in spring or summer in 1966, 1967 and 1968, appear difficult to reconcile, first,
generally, with known olive tree growth behaviour (see Methods), and, second, with the detailed stable carbon isotope record
measured and previously reported from the very same olive wood sample (Ehrlich et al. 2021: Fig. 2B). This stable isotope record
seems to exhibit a spring (start) to a summer or later peak to fall/winter (end) δ13C signal for each year and thus demonstrates
photosynthesis and growth each year and across the later spring through autumn and not only at the different partial periods
reported in Raj et al. (2023b). For example, the 1964 δ13C record seems to have a largely symmetical shape and mid-year peak as
does 1965, directly contrary to the claimed very different claimed growth periods from the radiocarbon ‘matching’ stated in Raj
et al. (2023a). Therefore, the only conclusion is that the calendar timescale placements/associations reported in Raj et al. (2023b:
Fig. 2) for the wood portions used for the 14C measurements are likely not secure.
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Raj et al. (2023a) argue that, since the original Thera olive (TO) samples comprised blocks of wood
containing a number of growth increments or likely years, then the radiocarbon dates obtained should be
calibrated against a moving average calibration curve of similar chronological resolution (not that this is
strictly known for such olive wood samples—see above). The difference is relatively small. Using the
OxCal curve resolution function and settings at 1, 5, 10, 20 and 25 years the placement of the last dated
segment of the Thera olive Sequence run in isolation (Hd-23588-24402 “rings” 60–72) changes
respectively at 95.4% hpd from (whole range) 1625–1545 BC to 1626–1546 BC to 1629–1549 BC to
1639–1547 BC to 1644–1549 BC. However, the moving average curve shown in Raj et al. (2023a:
Fig.1) includes a shift to more recent calendar years. The text notes that this is due to using the calendar
age of the last ring in the block and not the mid-point (which appears inappropriate). A moving average
should dampen wiggles and shape changes (e.g. lower 14C ages on the earlier portions of slopes and
raised 14C ages on the later portions of slopes), but not create a parallel calendar-shifted curve (as shown
e.g. for the period 1620–1600 BC in the moving average curve of Raj et al. 2023a: Fig.1). Results are
reported here using curve resolutions of 1, 5 and 20 years, denoted as r1, r5, r20 for the versions of
Model A, for comparisons, and are reported in Table 2.

The structure, results and calendar placements from Model A_20r1, and Model A_20TOr5, are
shown as examples in Figures 2–4. OxCal runfiles for these two models and for examples of Models
B and C applying the above sets of constraints are listed in the Supplementary Material. The modeled
dates for the outer dated segment of each Therasia sample and the modeled dates for the Thera eruption

Figure 2. Model A_20r1 (just the Therasia sample Sequences and Arizona AMS data). a. Model
structure and results. Hollow, light-shaded, distributions show the non-modeled probability, the dark-
shaded distributions show the modeled probability. The lines under the modeled distributions show the
68.3% and 95.4% high posterior density (hpd) ranges. b. Details of the modeled probabilities for the
four outer or bark samples and for the Boundary “Eruption” that estimates the date the Therasia olive
samples were collectively killed, and thus the date of the Thera volcanic eruption. Data from OxCal
4.4.4 and IntCal20 with curve resolution set at 1 year.
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derived from the Phase of these dates for each of the different model runs considered are listed in
Table 2.

Results

The structure, results, and calendar placements fromModel A_20r1 and Model A_20TOr5 are shown as
examples in Figures 2–4. Figure S2 (Supplementary Material) illustrates that running the elements and
model stages separately, versus together in one overall model as shown in Figure 3 (Model
A_20_TOr5), and as the other models reported in Tables 2 and 3, achieves effectively identical results.
The structure and results from Model B_20r5 and Model C_10r1 are shown as further examples in the
Supplementary Material in Figures S3 and S4. The calendar dating probabilities for Model A_r1 run
with a range of time constant values (and no time constant value) are shown in Figure 5. Finally, the
Boundary representing the date of the Thera eruption using the alternative LnN(ln(3),ln(2)));
time constraint from Model A with calibration curve resolutions of 5 years and 1 year, and the fit of this
assumption versus model results, are shown in Figure 6. The modeled calendar age ranges for the
outermost segments/bark for the four Therasia samples, as well as the modeled Boundary that represents
the end of a Phase comprising all four outer/bark dates (and in one case, Model A_20_TO, with the end
Thera olive, TO, Boundary in addition) and so the date of the Thera eruption, are listed in Table 2. It is

Figure 3. Model A_20TOr5 (adding the Thera olive, TO, Sequence). a. Model structure and results.
Hollow, light-shaded, distributions show the non-modeled probability, the dark-shaded distributions
show the modeled probability. The lines under the modeled distributions show the 68.3% and 95.4%
high posterior density (hpd) ranges. b. Details of the modeled probabilities for the five outer or bark
samples and for the Boundary “Eruption” that estimates the date the Therasia olive samples and Thera
olive sample were all collectively killed, and thus the date of the Thera volcanic eruption. Data from
OxCal 4.4.4 and IntCal20 with curve resolution set at 5 years.
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notable that all models offer relatively similar results (including those using a uniform probability Phase
assumption versus an exponential assumption). Those models using a 20 years resolution calibration
curve resolution predictably give the widest ranges; in general, for the samples involved here, the
models with curve resolution of 1 year or 5 years appear more appropriate. The models including an
exploratory possible additional Arizona Laboratory offset allowance yield the latest date ranges but
nonetheless largely indicate consonant findings—however, as discussed above, there appears no good
reason to include such an additional offset in this case. The total (earliest and latest) 68.3% hpd and
95.4% hpd ranges across all the other models (with curve resolution at 1 or 5 years) reported in Table 2
for the Boundary representing the date of the Thera eruption cover 1613–1585 BC and 1617–1565 BC
respectively.

The key issue is where the ordered Sequence data, as a group with each of the outer/bark dates
associated within a few calendar years, can best fit against the atmospheric radiocarbon record. Figure 4
shows the mean (μ) ± σ calendar position and 14C age ± σ of each of the modeled Therasia and Thera

Figure 4. Placement of the mean (μ) ± σ calendar position and 14C age ± σ of each of the modeled
Therasia and Thera olive (TO) sample dates in their ordered Sequences from Model A_20TOr5 (Figure
3) placed against the IntCal20 calibration curve with curve resolution at 5 years. Data from OxCal
4.4.4 and IntCal20 with curve resolution set at 5 years.
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olive (TO) sample dates fromModel A_20TOr5 (Figure 3) placed against the IntCal20 calibration curve
with curve resolution at 5 years. The later 17th century BC alone offers a successful good placement for
all the data and is compatible with a plausible total calendar span for each sample Sequence and with the
assumption that all the outer/bark dates fall within a relatively similar period (here the constraint is a
uniform probability range of 0–20 years). In contrast, although the mid-16th century BC can offer a fit

Figure 5. The modeled probability densities for the Thera eruption Boundary from Model A_r1 with
variously a uniform time constant applied to the parameter Tau of 0–5, 0–10, 0–20, 0–30, 0–50 years or
no time constant value applied (so Model A_5r1 to Model A_50r1 and Model A_noTCr1). The
distributions are shown in relation to IntCal20. The 68.3% hpd and 95.4% hpd ranges for each
distribution are listed. Data from OxCal 4.4.4 and IntCal20 with curve resolution set at 1 year.

Table 3. Modeled calendar age ranges for the outermost edge of olive shoot 88-3, the end of growth of
the Thera olive branch (Friedrich et al. 2006, 2014), the end Boundary for the stages 2/3 Phase, and the
end Boundary representing the dating estimate for the Thera eruption (see Figure 9) from the two
models incorporating the Therasia olive sample Sequences, the Thera olive (TO) Sequence, the set of
radiocarbon dates on short-lived material from secure stages 2/3 contexts at Akrotiri on Thera, and a
Sequence with an assumed very short or short time interval only between the end of stages 2/3 and the
timing of the Thera eruption

Model
A_TOr1�2/3

OxCal
Am/Ao hpd

88-3 last,
Date BC

TO end
Boundary
Date BC

End Stages 2/3
Boundary
Date BC

Boundary
“Eruption”,
Date BC

LnN(ln(0.75),
ln(3))

161/157 68.3% 1615–1605 1616–1606 1615–1603 1613–1602

95.4% 1619–1594 1621–1598 1620–1586 1618–1584
LnN(ln(3),
ln(2))

159/155 68.3% 1614–1605 1616–1606 1617–1605 1612–1602

95.4% 1618–1595 1621–1598 1621–1593 1616–1589
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for the more recent 14C ages, the older values, e.g. those >3340 14C years BP, progressively offer less
successful fits. Unless the sample Sequences are allowed to become much longer than seems plausible
(see above), this favors the placement region shown in Figure 4.

Discussion

Calibration Curve Plateau and Date of the Therasia Olive Samples

Dating samples and Sequences with limited constituent members and overall length is challenging
where they correspond with a plateau in the radiocarbon calibration curve (Figure 1). The Therasia olive
samples offer such a case. Pearson et al. (2023) when presenting these data began by observing this issue
and what they referred to as the “plateau effect”. Nonetheless, their analysis of the available Sequences
ended offering calendar dating probability for the outer growth segments of these samples that spread
out “encompassing the late 17th and entire 16th century BC”. Within these large ranges they argued that
their findings pointed towards a mid-16th century BC date for the final growth of these samples and thus
the event that killed them: the Thera volcanic eruption.

However, application of appropriate modeling (e.g. use of Boundaries), use of priors for the plausible
time constraints for the overall length of the Sequences represented by each of the Therasia olive
samples (from the same olive shrub killed by the Thera eruption), and associating all the outer/bark dates

Figure 6. The modeled probability densities for the Thera eruption Boundary from Model A re-run
with an LnN prior of the form LnN(ln(3),ln(2))); applied to the time constant (Tau) for the exponential
distribution. a. and b. with calibration curve resolution set at 5 years (Model A_20TOr5_LnN), showing
the Eruption Boundary dating probabilities, and the fit of the parameter Tau, the time constant for the
exponential distribution, versus the LnN prior. c. and d. as a. and b., but with calibration curve
resolution set at 1 year (Model A_20TOr1_LnN). Data from OxCal 4.4.4 and IntCal20.
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as representing approximately the same calendar period within a few years, combine to suggest that
calendar probability for the date of the final growth of these samples in fact did not spread right across
most of the 16th century BC. Instead, the probability concentrates in the period around and just before
1600 BC. This is a conspicuous difference, basically about half a century, and highlights the need to be
very aware of “plateau spread” where applicable, and to try to have a dating and modeling strategy that
can attempt to use appropriate informative priors to control against unjustified probability spread across
a plateau resulting in potentially incorrect (too old or too recent) calendar age interpretations.

The use of a constraint on the time constant for the Phase of outermost/bark dates is the key issue.
The context and nature of the Therasia samples, all from parts of the same olive shrub killed by the
Thera eruption, suggests that these final outermost/bark elements should all lie within a very few years
of each other. Thus, a time constant with uniform probability of 0–20 years is very conservative, but
does act to prevent probability spread. To investigate, Model A with curve resolution set at 1 year was
run with time constants applied to the parameter Tau of 0–5, 0–10, 0–20, 0–30, 0–50 years and a final
version with no time constraint and the resultant Thera eruption Boundary probability distributions are
shown in Figure 5. While the mode of each distribution is similar, as the prior range value is increased
(and especially beyond any realistic value, so >20 years to no constraint) the probability spreads (more
and more) across the 16th century BC plateau in the radiocarbon calibration curve. But this is entirely
unrealistic. The outermost/bark samples should all be within just a few (perhaps even 0–2) calendar
years; hence the time constants with 0–5, 0–10 and at most 0–20 years offer the realistic results. These
point to 68.3% hpd ranges (overall) from 1612–1592 BC and 95.4% hpd ranges from 1617–1571 BC.
As explained in Methods (above), perhaps a more appropriate alternative to the fixed limits of the
uniform prior is instead to use a suitable LnN distribution to capture the assumption that we expect all
the outermost Therasia olive shrub samples to date within a very similar period of just a couple of years,
but without a hard upper limit if in fact the data themselves indicate a longer duration than expected. The
eruption date ranges determined using this alternative time constraint from Model A with curve
resolutions of 5 years and 1 year are shown in Figure 6. In each case the data conform well with the
prior, and the modeled calendar probabilities are very similar to the ranges identified in the other models
reported in Figures 2-4 (and Figures S1-S4 in the Supplementary Materials) and Table 2.

Post-Thera-Eruption Terminus ante Quem (TAQ) Information

A number of sites offer radiocarbon dating evidence for a TAQ for the Thera eruption. This evidence
either comprises (i) dating of the earliest attested contexts where there are Thera eruption products
(pumice) present (likely from craft use): Tell el-‘Ajjul in the southern Levant (Fischer 2009) and Tell el-
Dab‘a in the Nile Delta (Kutschera et al. 2012), or (ii) a date that offers a TAQ for a Thera-associated
tsunami (at Malia in Crete) (Lespez et al. 2021), or (iii) the dating of archaeological contexts
representing material culture phases that are known stratigraphically to be subsequent to the Thera
eruption which is placed in the late Late Cycladic (LC) I or late Late Minoan (LM) IA or late Late
Helladic (LH) I cultural periods (Warren and Hankey 1989; Driessen and Macdonald 1997; Manning
1999, 2022; Warburton 2009): thus subsequent LHIIA or LHII contexts at Iklaina (Cosmopoulos et al.
2019), Kakovatos (Eder and Hadzi-Spiliopoulou 2021) (mainland Greece) and Kolonna on Aegina
(Wild et al. 2010) or subsequent LMIB contexts at Chania and Myrtos-Pyrgos on Crete (see Manning
2022, 2009—the latter before the LMIB Final dates from Mochlos on Crete).

The extent to which this evidence is a TAQ varies. The short-lived samples from late/end of LMIB
destructions on Crete are inherently some time after the Thera eruption. The whole of the LMIB cultural
period—potentially a reasonably substantial period of time (Brogan and Hallager 2011)—occurs
between the eruption and the end of this subsequent cultural period. The LHIIA or LHII data indicate
dating evidence for parts of the LHIIA and LHII periods and again do not indicate the start of the LHIIA
period. Thus there is a length of time in the “ante” in the TAQ. The scale of the “ante” in the TAQ from
Malia related to a sequence with Thera tsunami deposits is not known. Thera (Minoan eruption) pumice
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appears in both sub-phases of Stratum H5 at Tell el-‘Ajjul, thus the eruption likely happened during
Stratum H6 and the Boundary (in the site radiocarbon Sequence) representing the transition between
Stratum H6 and H5 offers a TAQ for the date of the Thera eruption (with an unknown length of time
incorporated into this “ante”). For these short-lived samples and resultant AMS 14C dates from the
southern Levant we may assume that an approximate southern Levant growing season offset applies of
about 12±5 14C years (Manning et al. 2020b, 2020c). Minoan pumice was found at Area H in Strata C3
and C2 at Tell el-Dab‘a in the Nile Delta region of Eygpt. Thus, the Boundary for the start of Stratum
C in the site radiocarbon dating model (Kutschera et al. 2012) offers a TAQ or date for the Thera
eruption—again the approximate AMS Egyptian growing season offset of 12±5 14C years should apply
(Manning et al. 2020b, 2020c).

A Phase comprising each of these TAQs derived from radiocarbon dating models for each site
(whether as published, e.g. Kutschera et al. 2012—as modified in Höflmayer and Manning 2022; Wild
et al. 2010; Manning 2022, or as constructed from published data) is shown in Figure 7 with a start
Boundary for this Phase offering an overall range for a TAQ or date for the Thera eruption: 1616–1552
BC (68.3% hpd) and 1665–1538 BC (95.4% hpd). Figure 7 also compares the TAQ ranges with the
dates of the V3 (1611 BC) and V5 (1561 BC) volcanic eruptions (Pearson et al. 2022; and see below)
and versus the overall (highest/lowest) 68.3% and 95.4% hpd ranges for the Boundary representing the
Thera eruption from the models in Table 2 without any Arizona offset correction and for calibration
curve resolutions of 1 or 5 years. A reasonably good fit is evident. Those cases where the length of the
“ante” in the TAQ should be rather longer (like the late/end LMIB datasets) offer slightly later age
ranges. The data and OxCal model used to construct Figure 7 are provided in the Supplementary
Material.

Radiocarbon Dating of Sequences from Olive Wood Samples from Therasia and Thera and the
Date of the Thera Eruption

The polar ice-core record of larger or climatically effective volcanic eruptions indicates several events
that have the potential to represent the Minoan eruption of the Thera volcano (Pearson et al. 2022). In
view of the date ranges identified by the models reported in Table 2, the signals reported for 1611 BC
(V3), 1586 BC (V4) and 1561 BC (V5) represent the possible Northern Hemisphere (NH) candidates
(the eruption V7 dated 1538 BC is clearly well outside all the 95.4% date ranges in Table 2 and thus is
not considered as plausible). However, the 1586 BC (V4) eruption is argued to represent a high latitude
NH event and thus is unlikely to be Thera. This leaves the eruptions dated 1611 BC (V3) and 1561 BC
(V5). As a very large mid-latitude volcanic event, even if its total SO2 production is not particularly
large, it seems likely that Thera should be present in the known ice-core records. Hence it should be one
of these two remaining events—although it nonetheless remains a possibility that, for various reasons,
Thera is not presently recognized in these ice-core records.

Looking at the model runs using calibration curve resolutions of 1 or 5 years and excluding those
adding an additional exploratory Arizona Laboratory offset (discussed above and argued not to be
appropriate in this case), the extremes of the reported 68.3% hpd and 95.4% hpd ranges (1613–1585 BC
and 1617–1565 BC respectively) only include the 1611 BC eruption signal. However, since the 1561
BC volcanic eruption occurs only a very few years after the latest 95.4% range limits, it clearly remains
a possibility. Nonetheless, the most likely 68.3% ranges strongly and only indicate compatibility with
the 1611 BC eruption signal (assuming the 1586 BC volcanic eruption is ruled out as high northern
latitude and hence is not Thera). If the relatively coeval date ranges for the geochemical signatures from
peaks of bromine and molybdenum that likely indicate the Thera eruption in a Sofular Cave speleothem
(Badertscher et al. 2014) are included, then these too add to the likelihood for the 1611 BC eruption (or a
close-by date within/around the 68.3% hpd ranges in Table 2) (Manning 2022). Figure 8 shows the
versions of Model A with the LnN time constraint in Figure 6 re-run with the combined dates for the
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Figure 7. A Phase showing the Boundaries or a Date query from Sequences of data from various sites
and their dating models (see Supplementary Material) that each set a terminus ante quem (TAQ) for the
Thera volcanic eruption. Some are close TAQs and some involve more substantial periods of time (see
text). A Boundary placed before this Phase therefore offers an estimate for the date of the Thera
eruption. The various probability density plots are compared with the 68.3% and 95.4% maximum
ranges for the date of the Boundary representing the Thera eruption in Table 2 excluding both those
models using the exploratory Arizona Laboratory offset and curve resolution of 20 years. The dates for
the two plausible mid-lower latitude northern hemisphere (NH) major volcanic eruptions of 1611 BC
(V3) and 1561 BC (V5) (Pearson et al. 2022) are also indicated. Data from OxCal 4.4.4 and IntCal20
with curve resolution set at 1 year.
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bromine and molybdenum peaks from the Sofular Cave speleothem added as contributing to the date
estimate modeled for the Thera eruption (OxCal code in Supplementary Material).

The Immediate Thera Volcanic Eruption Sequence

As discussed in Manning (2022), there is a specific short-time-period temporal order recorded in the
stratigraphy on Thera and at Akrotiri leading to the Thera eruption (Evans and McCoy 2020). In
particular, there is a short time period between the abandonment of Akrotiri in stages 2/3 or (ii)/(iii) and

Figure 8. The two models shown in Figure 6 re-run adding the combined dates for the bromine and
molybdenum peaks from the Sofular Cave speleothem (Badertscher et al. 2014) as contributing to the
dating probabilities modeled as representing the date of the Thera eruption. a.With curve resolution set
at 5 years. b. With curve resolution set at 1 year. Data from OxCal 4.4.4 and IntCal20.
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the final Thera eruption in stage 5 or (v). The stages 2/3 abandonment is dated by the set of short-lived
plant samples from foodstuffs left behind stored in jars at the site: 24 samples come from such short-
lived (i.e. annual) plants and from definite secure stages 2/3 contexts and one additional sample comes
from insect chitin from a seasonally associated pest (Bruchus rufipes) (note samples lacking stated
contexts and clear stages 2/3 associations were excluded, e.g. K-5353, Hd-6068-5519 and Hd-6059-
7967, as was a twig with 10-years growth period: K-4255). Normal traditional agricultural practice and
the evidence of food storage pests would suggest that these samples represent the most recent harvest, or
perhaps the previous one, and probably not much longer (e.g. 0–2 years window, excepting any possible
residual material) and thus offer a date very close to this abandonment episode (Sarpaki 1992;
Panagiotakopulu et al. 2013; Manning 2022). This Phase of data may be modeled as exponentially
distributed with most data immediately before the abandonment event such that the end Boundary in a
Tau_Boundary paired with a Boundary construction gives an estimate for the abandonment episode
(e.g. Höflmayer 2012). There is then a very short to short interval in time. Assessments vary, but this is
regarded as a relatively short time period covering a timespan somewhere from weeks/months/season(s)
up to a period of several years (see Manning 2022). Stage 5 and the eruption follows. The outermost/
bark olive wood samples from Therasia should date stage 5= Thera eruption. So should the estimate for
the outermost growth of the Thera olive (Friedrich et al. 2006, 2014).

We can therefore combine (a) the Akrotiri stages 2/3 data with (b) models for the Therasia and Thera
olive wood samples with the key chronological constraint that (a) is earlier than (b) but also that (a) is
likely within a very short to short time period of (b). This paired temporal prior constraint is used instead
of any prior constraint on the time constant for the parameter Tau. As in Manning (2022), an appropriate
strategy for this prior constraint appears to be a log-normal distribution with most probability for a very
short interval (months to several years) but with some decreasing probability for a longer interval with
no hard boundary (since this actual period is not known, only estimated), such that the data can
overwhelm the prior assumption if this assumption proves to be inappropriate. Two scenarios are used
here (very short and short). First a log-normal distribution with a mode around 2–3 months and a 68.3%
hpd range from about half a month to 15 months and a 95.4% range from about 4 days to just under 5
years, and second a log-normal distribution with a mode around 2 years and a standard deviation giving
a 68.3% range from <1 year to ≤5 years and a 95.4% range from around <0.5 year to around 10 years.
Both appear appropriate given expert assessments. These constraints are implemented using OxCal
code of the form:

Interval(“Very Short Interval End Stages 2/3 to Stage 5 and Eruption”,
LnN(ln(0.75),ln(3)));

or
Interval(“Short Interval End Stages 2/3 to Stage 5 and Eruption”,

LnN(ln(3),ln(2)));
The Therasia data are employed following Model A, with the growth band counts used as

(conservative estimates of) maximum annual age for each sample, along with the Thera olive (TO)
Sequence and calibration curve resolution set at 1 year (so Model ATOr1�2/3). The stage 2/3 data and
the OxCal model employed are listed in the Supplementary Material. The date estimates for the
Boundary representing the Thera eruption from both models are shown in Figure 9 and selected details
of dating ranges from both models are listed in Table 3. These models both provide strong cases for a
date range (68.3% hpd highest/lowest dates) 1613–1602 BC (1618–1584 BC at 95.4% hpd). This would
be compatible with the 1611 BC (V3) volcanic eruption (Pearson et al. 2022)—or another eruption
within a decade or so of ca. 1600 BC. The 1561 BC (V5) volcanic eruption starts to be clearly
distinguished as later in this combined analysis.
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Figure 9. The modeled Boundary representing the date of the Thera eruption in two versions of a
model combining the Therasia sample Sequences, the Thera olive (TO) Sequence, and radiocarbon
dates on a set of 25 short-lived samples from secure contexts associated with the end (abandonment) of
stages 2/3 at Akrotiri on Thera (for data see Supplementary Material). a. Employs a prior anticipating a
very short interval (weeks to months to no more than a very few years) between the abandonment of
stages 2/3 at Akrotiri and the main Thera eruption (stage 5) using a LnN(ln(0.75),ln(3)) constraint.
b. Employs a prior anticipating a short interval (months to a few to even several years) between the
abandonment of stages 2/3 at Akrotiri and the main Thera eruption (stage 5) using a LnN(ln(3),ln(2))
constraint. Data from OxCal 4.4.4 and IntCal20 with curve resolution set at 1 year; for discussion of
stratigraphic sequence and modeling, see Manning (2022).
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The Date of the Thera Eruption?

Definitive (hopefully) dating of the Thera eruption will likely come from recognition of volcanic
products specifically (or very likely) from the Minoan eruption of the Thera volcano in a well-dated
high-resolution environmental archive: probably an ice-core (and ideally replicated). The recent
recognition of Taupo eruption rhyolitic glass shards in the Roosevelt Island Climate Evolution (RICE)
ice core (West Antarctica) offers an example (Piva et al. 2023). Until that time radiocarbon can serve to
narrow the likely dating window. In recent years it has been suggested that the IntCal20 radiocarbon
curve with its much better defined and revised dataset for the period 1700–1480 BC points to a date for
the Thera eruption in the mid-16th century BC (e.g. Pearson et al. 2018, 2023). It has been argued in the
present paper that this finding is because of the occurrence of the plateau in the radiocarbon calibration
curve ca. 1620–1540 BC, coupled with an absence of temporal prior constraints in modeling to prevent
inappropriate “plateau spread” affecting the resultant modeled calibrated ranges for radiocarbon dates,
and especially Sequences of dates, relevant to dating the Thera eruption.

In contrast, if appropriate prior temporal constraints are applied, the Therasia olive shrub data,
whether alone, or combined also with the previous Thera olive data, and both of these combined with
the data on short-lived samples from the stages 2/3 abandonment of the Akrotiri archaeological site
shortly prior to the Thera eruption, all coherently point to a most likely calendar age range from the very
late 17th century BC to early 16th century BC (Tables 2–3, Figures 2–9), probably distinct from the
mid-16th century BC (although the eruption about 1561 BC could still be argued to be at, or close to, the
latest possible edge of dating probability and especially if any additional small adjustments/offsets come
into play). The most likely very late 17th century BC range specifically includes the period of the NH
volcanic eruption (V3) dated about 1611 BC from several ice-cores (Pearson et al. 2022).

The Thera eruption has come to form a key time marker in the archaeology and history of the Aegean
and East Mediterranean, directly relevant to the remarkable time-capsule buried at the Bronze Age town
at Akrotiri on Thera (Palyvou 2005; Doumas et al. 2015) and also many other contexts associated with
Thera eruption products or impacts (tephra, pumice, tsunami episodes: e.g. Driessen 2019; Driessen and
Macdonald 1997). Material culture and art-style linkages further tie the time horizon of the Thera
eruption to archaeological sequences across the wider region (and hence much long-running debate,
since the date for the Thera eruption has been uncertain: e.g. Warren and Hankey 1989; Manning 1999,
2022; Sherratt 2000; Warren 2006; Bietak and Höflmayer 2007; Warburton 2009; Höflmayer 2012;
Bietak 2013; Manning et al. 2014; Pearson et al. 2018, 2023). A specific date would place these
materials and contexts against calendar and thus historical time. Such temporal definition, the when,
would then finally allow accurate and robust investigations of cultural, economic, and political
relationships and so the questions of why or how. This is the real relevance of the dating question. For
just one example: the date for the wall paintings at Akrotiri on Thera (from before the Thera eruption)
greatly impacts the likely direction(s) and modality(ies) of associations and influences to be interpreted
among the set of Aegeo-Syrian-Egyptian wall paintings known especially from the late Middle Bronze
Age to Late Bronze I period from Thera, Alalakh, Qatna, Tel Kabri, and Tell el-Dab‘a (Pfälzner 2013;
Candelora 2020: 51, 294).

It is important at this point to highlight that no currently available material culture evidence can
determine definitively for, or against, a Thera eruption date around e.g. 1611 BC or around e.g. 1561 BC
(and today arguments for dates later, in the late 16th century BC, or around 1500 BC, e.g. Bietak 2013,
must simply ignore all the substantial body of radiocarbon evidence from multiple loci and laboratories
and are hence implausible). The available material culture and textual evidence, examined critically, is
either ambiguous, capable of different interpretations, or simply not capable of sustaining the evidential
weight necessary to be determinative (e.g. Höflmayer 2012; 2018; Manning et al. 2014; Ritner and
Moeller 2014; Manning 2018; Candelora 2020: 23–58). A few key examples suffice:

(i) The famous alabaster lid with the cartouche of the Hyksos ruler Khyan found at Knossos on
Crete (Evans 1900/1901: 63–67; Knappett et al. 2023: 149, 169–170; on use of the Hyksos term
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and subsequent titulary by the Hyksos rulers, see Candelora 2017; on Khyan, see Forstner-
Müller and Moeller 2018). The find context was for long debated, but is likely Middle Minoan
(MM) IIIA (late); however, what is critical is that the dates for Khyan are now likely around a
century earlier than previously thought (Höflmayer 2018; generally, see Forstner-Müller and
Moeller 2018).

(ii) The low chronology interpretation promulgated for the East Mediterranean by Bietak using his
assigned dates for strata at Tell el-Dab‘a has been undermined or disproven by radiocarbon
dating both at Tell el-Dab‘a and other sites, as well as by recent archaeological findings and
reassessments (Moeller et al. 2011; Kutschera et al. 2012; Höflmayer 2018; Candelora 2020:
23–58; Höflmayer and Manning 2022; Hermann et al. 2023).

(iii) In contrast to various claims, two Egyptian stone vessels found in the Mycenae Shaft Graves
(Warren 2006) cannot be securely placed as New Kingdom (and hence requiring a date for late
LHI after some point variously dated ca. 1565–1540 BC, the likely range of dates for the start of
the New Kingdom: see Manning 2022), versus potentially Second Intermediate Period (SIP),
from the available typological comparanda. Further, critical examination of the basis to key
comparanda reveal these to be inadequate to suspect (see Höflmayer 2018: 161).

(iv) An Egyptian stone vessel found at Akrotiri is not a very close match with Egyptian examples and
Warren (2006) saw it as early New Kingdom or late SIP, leaving its chronological position also
as non-determinative (indeed, the other material and stylistic linkages evident at Akrotiri, and for
LMIA and LHI period, with the Levant and Cyprus and the world of the SIP could all serve to
make SIP dates plausible for this item and those in (iii): e.g. Manning 1999; Merrillees 2009;
Höflmayer 2012; Pfälzner 2013; Manning et al. 2014; Candelora 2020: 23–58).

Hence the relevance currently of the radiocarbon dating evidence to resolve ambiguity in Aegean
absolute chronology around the period of the Thera volcanic eruption.

As argued and discussed in more detail in Manning (2022), a date of either 1611 BC or 1561 BC for
the Thera eruption, late in, or at the close of, the LCI or LMIA or LHI periods, represents substantial
change in the conventional historical assumptions and structure. In particular, a date of 1611 BC, or one
around 1600 BC (see Figures 2–9, Tables 2–3), shifts the LMIA period (and its contemporaries, like
mainland LHI and the Shaft Grave phenomenon) well into the SIP, since the LMIA period ends around
the time of the Thera eruption or relatively soon after. Further, since the SIP ends and the New Kingdom
of Egypt likely begins sometime between ca. 1565–1540 BC (e.g. Aston 2012; Gautschy 2014; Ritner
andMoeller 2014; Manning et al. 2020c), not only the entire LMIA period, but also the earlier portion of
the subsequent LMIB period (several decades to even as much as half a century) likely also falls within
the timeframe of the late SIP. These temporal associations are very different from the previous,
orthodox, Mediterranean history. Here Cretan and Aegean prehistory was constructed on the basis that
the early Late Bronze Age (and LMIA) was wholly or largely contemporary with, and parallel/
associated with and primarily influenced by, the earlier New Kingdom of Egypt (Evans 1921–1935;
Furumark 1950; Hankey and Warren 1974; Betancourt and Weinstein 1976; Warren and Hankey 1989).
In contrast, a Thera date of 1611 BC or one around 1600 BC, proposed as likely in this paper, places the
contemporary and affective cultural, economic and political context of all but the last portion (mid-later
LMIB) of the New Palace Period of Crete (collectively the MMIII to LMIB periods), recognized as the
acme of Bronze Age Crete, and the period (MMIII to LMIA) when Crete and especially Knossos was a
dominant force in the Aegean region (Wiener 1990; Bevan 2010; Knappett and Nikolakopoulou 2014:
30–31), as firmly within and influenced by and associated with the Hyksos-Levantine world of the SIP
(Manning 1999, 2018, 2022; Candelora 2020; Höflmayer 2018)—consistent, for example, with the web
of elite linkages and influences evident especially in the later Middle Bronze Age to Late Bronze
I among the set of known Aegean-Syrian-Levantine wall-paintings (Pfälzner 2013; Candelora 2020: 51,
294). This re-dating invalidates past orthodoxies and necessitates a different cultural, economic,
political, as well as interpretative and explanatory, context for historical syntheses of the mid-second
millennium BC Aegean-East Mediterranean across numerous topics and media. In this context we may
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observe that, distinct from the original “high” Aegean chronology suggestion of a Thera date ca. 1628
BC—made before revision/improvement of the radiocarbon calibration curve 1700–1500 BC (e.g.
Pearson et al. 2020; Reimer et al. 2020; van der Plicht et al. 2020) with this 1628 BC volcanic signal
subsequently identified as associated with Aniakchak II (V2 in Pearson et al. 2022)—a Thera eruption
date about 1611 BC or around 1600 BC, can be much more readily acceptable within the existing
archaeological and historical understandings and syntheses for the East Mediterranean region
(Merrillees 2009: esp. 251; Höflmayer 2012) (for an illustration of the shift in radiocarbon dating
probability relevant to the present analysis because of the use of IntCal20 data, see Supplementary
Material, Figure S5).

The main historical issue is to recognize and re-insert the key role of the Hyksos world of the
southern Levant and Nile Delta (e.g. Oren 1997; Forstner-Müller and Moeller 2018; Candelora 2020)
and its mega-site of Tell el-Dab‘a (ancient Avaris: Bietak 1996), the “gigantic vortex of Mediterranean
trade” (Broodbank 2013: 384) during the SIP as the leading/driving cultural and trading influence of the
East Mediterranean. This means changing the orthodox position up to now, where the “The Hyksos
have gotten lousy press” (Rutter cited in Balter 2006: 508—on changing scholarly assessments of the
Hyksos, see Schneider 2018), as the result of the active vilification and writing out of history pursued by
the subsequent Egyptian New Kingdom. This is an important difference. The Egyptian conquest of the
Hyksos capital of Avaris/Tell el-Dab‘a, the extraordinary 2.5 km2 super-site and engine of the greater
region during the SIP (Broodbank 2013: 383–386), at the beginning of the New Kingdom marks an
important historical bifurcation for the wider East Mediterranean region: the Hyksos-Levantine SIP
world of the late 18th to earlier 16th centuries BC was replaced by an Egyptian empire that eventually
reached into the Levant (Weinstein 1981; Höflmayer 2015).

The date of the Thera eruption supported here, paired with recent re-dating of the earlier Hyksos
period centered around king Khyan (Forstner-Müller and Moeller 2018; Moeller et al. 2011; Candelora
2020), domiciles the Minoan MMIII-LMIA (and contemporary Aegean and Cypriot) periods as
belonging entirely with the former, pre-New Kingdom SIP world, a key transformative era when, as
Broodbank (2013: 383–385) characterizes, Avaris, the Hyksos capital and center, “went super-
nova : : : the largest city yet seen in the [Mediterranean] basin by a wide margin : : : for over half a
millennium : : : [and] : : : electrified the east Mediterranean : : : as the east Mediterranean’s economic
super-attractor”. This is a very different historical (cultural, political, economic) context in which to
conceive the development and “high-water mark” of the polities of mid-second millennium BC Crete
and their local Aegean influences and connections driving regional change. The sphere and periphery of
the Hyksos-SIP world driven from Tell el-Dab‘a/Avaris, ranging from southern Greece (Kolonna on
Aegina, Mycenae) to the Cyclades (Akrotiri on Thera), Crete, Rhodes (Trianda), and Cyprus, all
variously associated and entangled with East Mediterranean/SIP world contacts and influences as
evidenced in material culture and expressions, was clearly transformed through the desire for and receipt
of all the associated tangibles and intangibles (MMIII and LMIA to a point during early/earlier LMIB on
Crete; Middle Helladic III-Late Helladic I in mainland Greece; Middle Cycladic III-Late Cycladic I in
the Cycladic Islands; late Middle Cypriot-Late Cypriot IA on Cyprus). Altogether, this late Middle
Bronze Age-early Late Bronze Age era associated with the Hyksos-SIP world, and also the beginnings
of the Hittite Old Kingdom and a period of dynamic change, power construction, and likely origins of
heroic warriors and epic accounts, in Anatolia to northern Syria and the neighboring Aegean (Morris,
1989; Weeden 2022: 537–550), is conspicuous as a new, different, and increasingly inter-connected
phase of substantial local to inter-regional social, political, settlement and economic change across this
region (e.g. Graziadio 1998; Shelmerdine 2008; Broodbank 2013: 367, 371; Knapp 2013). In contrast, it
is the subsequent decline of Crete and the mainland-centered (Mycenaean) makeover of the Aegean
starting in the (mid-later) Minoan LMIB period (and LHIIA on the mainland) and onwards (15th–13th
centuries BC) that is contemporary and associated with the post-SIP world of the beginnings,
consolidation, and history of the Egyptian New Kingdom empire and also the consolidation and
expansion of the formalized Hittite Empire in Anatolia (late 16th–13th centuries BC: Weeden 2022:
558–600).
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Among other ramifications, a Thera eruption date in the very late 17th century BC or early 16th
century BC (and e.g. 1611 BC), and so an end for the LMIA period around or not long after this time
(the eruption occurs late in the overall LMIA period and likewise late in LHI, but there are indications
from some sites and data sets of a subsequent relatively brief final portion of LMIA and LHI, after the
abandonment of Akrotiri and the shortly following eruption, and before the LMIB or LHIIA periods:
Davis and Cherry 1990; Lolos 1990; Manning 1999: 18, 70–75, 331–332), means that the subsequent
LMIB period must be very long and around a century or more in length, since this period does not come
to a close until during the earlier-mid 15th century BC (Manning 2022, 2009; Brogan and Hallager
2011). In particular: the considerable temporal extent of the LMIB period—a time period during which
regional centrality begins to shift within the Aegean from Crete (Knossos) to various centers in
mainland Greece (Knappett and Nikolakopoulou 2014: 31)—renders it problematic to see anything
more than a very indirect relationship of the Thera eruption with the much later, or very much later,
destructions in Crete that mark the close of LMIB period (Driessen and Macdonald 1997; Driessen
2019). The total evisceration of the island of Thera, which had previously formed a major port and focal
communications center with widespread connections within Aegean and East Mediterranean networks,
was undoubtedly traumatic to the Aegean regional economic, political and cultural systems (as
suggested by the modeling of Knappett et al. 2011). This dramatic change and the associated damage
caused by Thera eruption impacts (earthquakes, ashfall, tsunamis) in several susceptible areas of the
Aegean region around the close of the LMIA period (Driessen 2019; Şahoğlu et al. 2021) may well form
the context for changes and realignments that helped lead to important shifts in regional dynamics across
the course of the LMIB period, but cannot be attributed as any direct cause for the much later LMIB
destructions on Crete.

Dating on Plateaus in the Radiocarbon Calibration Curve

Plateaus on the radiocarbon calibration curve have long been held to limit dating resolution. However,
as illustrated in a range of recent work, and this Therasia case study again highlights, various method
strategies using informative priors, as relevant or bespoke to the particular samples and context(s)
involved, are now available that much better enable chronological resolution via Bayesian
Chronological Modeling for contexts that lie at the time of plateaus in the radiocarbon calibration
curve (e.g. Manning et al. 2018a; 2018c; 2019; 2020a; Waddington et al. 2019; Meadows et al. 2020;
Birch et al. 2021; Rose et al. 2022; Manning and Birch 2022). With increasing radiocarbon
measurement accuracy and precision as standard via rigorous sample pretreatment and modern AMS
14C analysis, and a better (ideally annually informed) radiocarbon calibration curve adding resolution
(as already in the period 1700–1500 BC discussed in this paper), the application of such methods
promises increasingly to allow high-resolution dating on plateaus almost as effectively as on slopes in
the radiocarbon calibration curve.

Supplementary material. To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.org/10.1017/RDC.2024.44
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